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Protein 

Abstract 
A new theoretical conformation of polypeptides 

and proteins designated as the "hexagonal con- 
formation,"  which was developed through the use 
of molecular models, is discussed. The te rm 
"hexagonal" applies to the a r rangement  of the 
peptide chain O-atoms since the placement of the 
polymer  backbone used in this conformation re- 
sults in a p lanar  hexagonal assignment of these 
atoms. For  a cyclic hexapeptide,  one hexagon of 
O-atoms results;  for  a cyclic decapeptide, two 
hexagons result ;  and a protein subunit  (e.g., 
cytochrome C) can form an extensive honeycomb 
network of hexagons. The coincidence of this 
network with a similar "second neighbor" oxygen 
network in water  is discussed in relation to the 
importance of water  in biological processes. 
Several models of complete peptide sequences 
assembled in the hexagonal conformation are 
evaluated in detail. I t  is suggested that  in some 
instances the "react ivi ty"  of these peptides may  
reside in an ability to disturb resonance pat terns  
of the surrounding water  in a precise manner  at 
specific locations. Final ly,  the foreseeable prob- 
lems involved in a uni form applicat ion of the 
"hexagonal concept" are discussed along with the 
extension of the hexagonal conformation of pro- 
teins to cell membrane s tructures  with their lipid 
bilayers. 

Introduction 

T I lE USE OF MOLECULAR MODELS as a tool in scientific 
research has been much neglected. Molecular 

models are often considered to be too expensive for 
the little definitive information that  can be gained 
f rom their use. However, in the science of "molecular 

1 These s tudies  w e r e  carried out in part  whi le  the author w a s  an 
Inst i tute  Fe l low at the City of H o p e  Medical  Center, Duarte,  California,  
dur ing  a sabbatical  leave from The Upjohn Company, 
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biology" the use of models is a growing necessity as 
more and more complex structures are elucidated. 
Given these complex structures,  it is now vir tual ly  
impossible to develop an unders tanding of their  role 
in biological reactions without  a firmer appreciat ion 
of the possible molecular organization of these com- 
ponents at the atomic level. Generally, this apprecia- 
tion can best be gained through the use of molecular 
models assembled f rom carefully designed atom units. 

Our interest in the use of molecular models as a 
scientific tool began with a p rogram for the synthesis 
of peptides initiated several years ago at The Upjohn 
Company. Pr ior  to at tacking the synthetic aspects of 
this peptide program, a s tudy was made of some known 
peptide sequences with molecular models to see if any  
common s t ructural  features were present  in these 
highly reactive biological entities. Several cyclic hexa- 
peptides and the slightly more complex cyclic deea- 
peptides were selected for  detailed study. Cyclic 
peptide structures pose many  difficulties when one 
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:~Ia. 1. Hexapeptide in ring structure stabilized by eystine. 
C,It,N,O indicate the various atoms in the ri~g. (Included with 
permission of _Vat,ire magazire.)  

attempts to apply  either the a-helix (1) or the pleated 
sheet conformations (2) to the limiting confines of 
their known amino acid sequences. In at tempting to 
assemble models of these small cyclic polypeptides, 
a new theoretical concept of protein and peptide struc- 
ture or conformation has emerged. I would like to 
recall briefly the steps leading up to this new concept, 
and then apply it to a wide variety of peptide and 
protein molecules. 

Types of Models 
Our first studies of the peptide sequences were made 

with space-filling molecular models. In these model 
sets individual atoms arc designed to show the space 
that  is occupied by that  atom as measured by its van 
der Waals radius or some appropriate  fraction of that  
radius. The choice of proper  dimensions is still a point 
of difference among the several manufacturers  of 
space-filling models. Some use the full van der Waals 
radii for the various atoms in general agreement with 
the values of Pauling (Ref. 2, p. 257 ft.) while others, 
par t icular ly  with regard to H-atoms, use the somewhat 
smaller "interference" radius (3). A new set of models 
(C-P-K Atomic Models, Ealing Corporation, Cam- 
bridge, Mass.) is now available and represents the 
latest consensus about the ideal dimensions and char- 
acteristics of space-filling atoms. On the matter  of the 
van der Waals radius of hydrogen, this set uses the 
minimum value suggested by Pauling (1.0 A) and 
allows for some fur ther  compression by making the 
hydrogen shell of soft plastic. In addition to the 
space-filling models, we hate  made some use of the 
stereo models which show bond angles and other 
features such as planar i ty  of benzene rings and boat 
and chair forms of eyelohexanc. These models usually 
consist of some sort of rod and tube arrangement.  For  
example, in a research model available under the name 
"Dreiding stereomodels" (W. Buchi Company, Flawil, 
Switzerland),  the C-atoms are made by welding to- 
gether a rod and tube so that  the four stems (two 
hollow, two solid) form correct te t rahedral  angles 
and each stem projects toward the corner of a tetrahe- 
dron. The rod-tube welding junction designates the 
position of the carbon nucleus. When two atoms are 
joined together by inserting the rod of one into the 
tube of the other, a simple indentation coupling holds 
the centers of the two nuclei the correct distance apart.  

Early Models Studied and 
The Protein-Water Concept 

Disulfide Stabi l ized Structures 

The disulfide stabilized ring structures found in 
oxytocin or vasopressin were studied first (4). These 
rings are stabilized by a covalent disulfide bond join- 
ing Cys-1 and Cys-6 to yield a cyclic s t ructure con- 
taining six peptide residues. For  simplicity of illustra- 
tion this first model was made with four alanine 
residues and two cysteine units. I t  is vir tual ly im- 
possible to apply the conformational concepts of the 
undistorted a-helix or the pleated sheet to this ring 
system. One of the possible conformations for this 
ring is achieved by placing all the amide linkages in 
one plane so that the peptide earbonyl O-atoms occupy 
the corners of a regular hexagon (Fig. 1). In this 
arrangement all of the atoms of the continuous peptide 
backbone lie exposed on one surface, rather  arbi t rar i ly  
designated as the "hydrophil ic" surface. The peptide 
O-atoms are thus all coplanar and project  slightly 
above the backbone plane while the bulk of the side 
chains project below the backbone (when viewed edge- 
on from the same point of reference) and constitute 
another surface having considerable "hydrophobie" 
character. This term is used somewhat loosely since 
certain side chains in a complex protein may also be 
polar or part ial ly "hydrophil ic" in character, but for 
simplicity the terms "hydrophil ic" and "hydrophobic" 
will be used in discussing these structures to designate 
the peptide bond face and side chain face, respectively, 
of the various models. A more detailed consideration 
of this is given in the earlier article (4). 

Cyclic Decapeptides  

Advancing from the cyclic ring with one hexagon 
of O-atoms, the cyclic decapeptides represent an addi- 
tional step in complexity. If  the hexagonal pat tern  
of peptide O-atoms is a significant common structural  
feature,  we are immediately confronted with the prob- 
lem of maintaining this s t ructural  feature in this 
series. One possible answer was found in a considera- 
tion of the benzene-naphthalene analogy. In benzene 
we have six C-atoms yielding one ring and in naptha- 
lent ten C-atoms yielding two fused rings. I t  seemed 
useful to apply the same sort of approach to the peptide 
problem, with six peptide O-atoms yielding one com- 
plete hexagon and ten peptide O-atoms yielding two 
"fused" hexagons having two central O-atoms in corn- 

Fro. 2. Cyclic deeapeptide ring. (Included with permission 
of Yat~Lre magazine.) 
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proton interaction. Fur thermore ,  it is well to be 
cognizant of the "two-sided" character of a water 
layer in the ice lattice structure. An examination of 
a model of the ice lattice will show that each "second 
neighbor" layer has all of its available bonding posi- 
tions pointing in one direction so that in our proposed 
conformation all the bonds would be available for  
interaction with a peptide oxygen network. However, 
this "second neighbor" layer also lies in a "first 
neighbor" relationship with an adjacent "second 
neighbor" layer on a different plane which has all its 
available bonding positions pointing in the opposite 
direction. These bonding positions could simulta- 
neously be contacting another protein layer, so that  
in essence the ice-like lattice, having this unique bi- 
functional "second neighbor" at tachment possibility, 
could serve as a cement between two "hydrophil ic" 
peptide faces. 

FIG. 3. Cyclic hexapeptide. 0 indicates positions of peptide 
oxygens. 

mon. The peptide backbone of a simplified cyclic 
decapeptide arranged in this way is illustrated in 
Fig. 2. The fused hexagonal outlines are readily 
apparent  here and again all the O-atoms are eoplanar. 

"Second Neighbor" O-atoms of  t h e  Ice  L a t t i c e  

While examining a molecular model of the ice lattice 
made with stereomodels, it was observed that  groups of 
"second neighbor" O-atoms in the ice lattice are also 
in a hexagonal ar ray and, like the hexagonal peptide 
O-atoms, their  layers are also rigorously coplanar (5). 
The possible significance of this similarity in general 
shape and planar i ty  was fur ther  enhanced by the 
surprising similarity of the dimensions of this "second 
neighbor" oxygen pat tern  in ice and the hexagonal 
peptide oxygen pattern.  Although the "second neigh- 
bor" distance in ice would be about 4.51 A, this value 
may be about 4.74 A in liquid water at 25C (6). This 
agrees reasonably well with the value of about 4.8 A 
calculated for water at 37C based on a "first neighbor" 
oxygen distance in water of 2.94 A and the tetrahedral  
angle between bonds (4,7). Vandenheuvel (8) by 
using an H - O - H  angle of 104 ~ 45' and a "first neigh- 
bor" distance of 2.77 A calculates a "second neighbor" 
distance in water of 4.63 A. The important  point is 
that  any one of these "second neighbor" distances is 
reasonably close to the distance between adjacent 
peptide O-atoms in a peptide chain, since the latter 
value is about 4.8 A. Therefore, the planar hexagonal 
oxygen pat tern  of our proposed conformations could 
make precise eollinear hydrogen bonds with a similar 
hexagonal planar  a r ray  of "second neighbor" water 
O-atoms lying adjacent to it. The closeness of this 
correspondence is shown for a cyclic hexapeptide and 
the same hexapeptide superimposed on a segment of 
the water lattice, in Fig. 3 and 4, respectively. Both 
units were made with Dreiding stereomodels calibrated 
to the same scale for the two systems. The two oxygen 
patterns are exactly superimposed on each other as 
the photograph (Fig. 4) clearly shows. I t  is suggested 
that  such a lamination of matching layers could im- 
par t  additional stability to the peptide layer and also 
serve to orient the water in an ice-like lattice around 
the maeromolecule. In addition, the overlying water 
layer would provide an excellent proton t ransfer  path- 
way available to the entire amino acid sequence for 

Open Chain Peptides and Proteins 
These possible water-peptide interactions through 

their respective hexagonal oxygen lattices prompted 
the examination of open chain peptides to see if the 
hexagonal concept could be extended to chains having 
no covalent cyclizing members. After  some initial 
success with the A C T H  N-terminal deeapeptide (5), 
the s tudy was fur ther  extended to the B chain of 
insulin (Fig. 5). This model shows the hexagonal 
pat tern  persisting throughout  the chain of 30 amino 
acids, yielding 9 contiguous hexagons. A model of 
the entire sequence of cytochrome C (104 amino acids) 
was also prepared, but  the photograph is too complex 
for a meaningful presentation. (Later  this model will 
be presented by an alternate device.) I t  is sufficient 
to note that the honeycomb hexagonal pat tern is main- 
tained throughout  the sequence, yielding a total of 41 
hexagons. The continuation of this possible water- 
protein relationship throughout  an entire peptide 
chain emphasizes what I believe to be a fundamental  
principle of this conformational proposal. Although 
there have been other suggestions concerning the mode 
of interaction of protein with water (9,10) and these 
alternate proposals also have considerable validity, 
there is, however, only one feature of every protein 

FIG. 4. Cyclic Hexapeptide superimposed on water lattice. 
0 indicates junction points between peptide lattice and water 
lattice. 
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FIG. 5. Insulin B chain (cis-trans model). Hydrogen atoms of 
most of the peptide -N- I{  positions are numbered as in- 
dicated, screw heads show oxygen I)ositions. (Reproduced from 
Warner, D. T., "A New Approach to the Structure of Poly- 
peptides and Proteins in Biological Systems such as the Mem- 
branes of Cells," in Mechanisms of Hormone Action, P. Karlson, 
ed., Georg Thieme Verlag, Stuttgart,  1965.) 

or peptide (regardless of side chain composition) that 
allows an ordered contact with water molecules ar- 
ranged in an ice-like lattice. This feature is the 
uniformly repeating earbonyl O-atom of the peptide 
backbone. The uniformity  is maintained irrespective 
of the presence of proline units, polar or nonpolar 
side chains or aromatic residues in the amino acid 
sequence. Since the studies with models have now 
emphasized the feasibility of arranging the peptide 
backbone in a conformation that  favors the interaction 
of every backbone O-atom with a matching O-atom 
of the water lattice, this suggested hexagonal protein 
conformation presents the most meanino'fuI general 
theory yet proposed for the mechanics of the water- 
protein interaction. Later  it will be shown that such 
models also make provision for the possible interaction 
of each peptide - N - H  group with the water lattice, 
so that  mechanistically every feature of the hexagonal 
conformation lends itself to a favorable interaction 
with a bonded water layer. 

FIG. 6. Poly-5-Alanine (alI-trans model) showing hydrophilie 
surface. Peptide oxygen positions are indicated by number. 

Fro. 7. Poly-L-Alanine (all-trans model) showing hydrophobie 
surface. 1 = N-terminus 24 = C-terminus. 

We will now consider the variables which are allow- 
able within this hexagonal framework without 
markedly altering the uniform honeycomb pat tern  
of peptide O-atoms on which the water may arrange 
itself in an ice-like structure. The first consideration 
here should be the possibility of cis and/or  trans 
amide junctures at the peptide bonds. In the early 
presentations of the small ring compounds all of the 
peptide bonds were in the cis form (see e.g., Fig. 3). 
In discussing these models in a previous publication 
(4), it was suggested that  the cis form seemed to per- 
mit eloser hydrophobic interaction between groups on 
adjacent ~-carbon atoms. However, Badger and 
Rubalcava (11) have presented evidence suggesting 
that for amides and substituted amides, the trans 
form is perhaps stabilized in comparison with the cis 
form by more than 2 kcal/mole. Dickerson (12) has 
also commented that the use of trans amide junctures 
might be more favorable for models of the general 
type that I have proposed. Therefore, it seemed worth- 
while to take advantage of a feature that  could con- 
tr ibute additional stability at various places through- 
out the conformation and examine the implications 
of the change with molecular models. Consequently, 
instead of using a combination of cis and tra)ts amide 
linkages for the larger peptides (see e.g., B chain 
of insulin in Fig. 5), several models were also con- 
structed of known peptide sequences using all-trans 
anfide bonds. 

To illustrate the basic features of the trans back- 
bone arrangement,  a model of poly-L-alanine is shown 
in Fig. 6 (hydrophilic side) and Fig. 7 (hydrophobie 
side). Some general comparisons can be made between 
this model and the cis-trans model of Fig. 5. Fi rs t  
of all, the direction of the chain coiling with all-trans 
bonds is counterclockwise (Fig. 6) instead of the 
clockwise coiling of the cis-trans form. Secondly, the 
&carbon atoms of adjacent amino acid units are some- 
what far ther  apar t  for the all-trans form (see Fig. 7), 
thus providing more spaee to accommodate larger 
van der Waals radii for the hydrogen atoms and car- 
bon atoms if that  seems desirable. This model was 
made with the Catalin set having a hydrogen radius 
of 0.95 A. The new C - P - K  models have a hydrogen 
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FIG. 9. Gramicidin S (cis-trans model) showing hydrophobie 
surface. Phe = phenylalalfine, Oren = ornithine. 

FIG. 8. Gramieidin S (cis-trans model) showing hydrophilie 
surface. (1 2 3-4-5)2 = (L-Pro-L-Val-L-Orn-L-Leu-D-Phe)2. 

radius of 1.00 A, which is not significantly larger. 
Both larger and smaller van der Waals radii  for 
hydrogen have been proposed as previously mentioned 
(2,3). Thirdly,  considering only the first hexagon 
at the amino end of the chain (Fig. 6) in this open 
chain peptide, it will be noted that  the H-atoms form- 
ing the ring around the hexagonal center are furnished 
by the - N - H  groups of the peptide bonds instead of 
the H-atoms of the a-carbon atoms in Fig. 5. For  
such a peptide hexagon in contact with a water  layer, 
there would be available a water  molecule lying within 
the ring of H-atoms, and this water  could be directly 
bonded to at  least some of the - N - H  groups. Since 
the bonded H-atoms could resonate along the bonding 
leg between oxygen and nitrogen, by moving in toward 
the water  oxygen any  possible crowding due to van 
der Waals  contacts in the central zone could be re- 
lieved. With  the Catalin models this contact is minimal 
even with all the H-atoms "on nitrogen." A four th  
significant variat ion between all-tra,ns and cis-trans 
shows up in the positioning of certain side chains. 
In  either model some of the B-carbon atoms (or side 
chains) instead of pointing directly below the main 
plane of the backbone below the ~-earbon will point 
to the side of the a-carbon in the plane of the back- 
bone. In  general these par t icular  side chains in the 
all-trans model point inward toward the central  hexa- 
gon and at the edge of the model there are no pro- 
t ruding  side chains. On the other hand, with the 
cis-tra~s model this series of side chains point o~tward 
away f rom the central hexagon and at the outer edge 
of the model (see Fig. 5) pro t ruding  side chains 
appear.  This has an interesting consequence in the 
ease of eytoehrome C with regard to the histidine 
group at position 18 in the sequence (13). In  the 
cis-trans model with the haem group superimposed 
in the required position the imidazole r ing of His-18 
lies to one side contacting one of the substituents of 
the haem ring. In  the all-trans model the same 
infidazole r ing lies over the haem ring. Since the 
imidazole is usually pictured over this haem in contact 
with the iron (14) this could be taken to mean an 
a rgument  for the all trans form, although it seems to 
me that  there is no reason why the imidazole group, 
making contact with the edge of the haem ring in the 
cis-trans form, could not function equally well for 
electron t ransfer  through the resonance qualities of 
the haem ring. In  any event the two models of tyro- 

chrome C furnish two different presentations of the 
His-18 imidazole group to the haem ring, vividly il- 
lus t ra t ing one possible difference achieved by changing 
f rom the cis-trans to the all trans anfide juncture  in 
the case of this protein sequence. 

The all tra)~s model still might  not satisfy the exact 
requirements of the Dickerson critique (12) with 
regard to the complete p lanar i ty  of the amide link. 
This p lanar i ty  is difficult to evaluate exactly f rom 
models, and I p re fe r  to approach it f rom the stand- 
point  of the theoretical principles involved. Theoret- 
ically, the most favorable hydrogen bonding of the 
peptide layer with an overlying water  layer would 
occur where the dihedral angle formed in the bond 
members - H - N - C = O  between the - N - C = O  and the 

H - N - C -  planes is approximate ly  142 ~ (for a tetra-  
hedral angle in the water  lattice) or else 151 ~ (for 
the H - O - H  angle of 104 ~ 45').  I f  we now calculate 
the strain energy involved in twisting the amide bond 
f rom p lanar i ty  to these angles, using the Dickerson 
formula  (12), the value for  the dihedral angle of 
151 ~ (29 ~ f rom planar i ty)  is only about 4.6 kcal /bond 
and for 142 ~ (38 ~ f rom planar i ty)  is about 8 kca l /  
bond. Ei ther  result is somewhat lower than  the aver- 
age value of 10 kcal /bond used by Diekerson in 
evaluating the hexagonal conformation (12). In  fact, 
if an  "amino-type" nitrogen is used instead of a p lanar  

.......... !iii !i ! �84184 i{ ' �9 

�9 .... ~:~:,:~c~i!!!=!i~ !! �84184 : ,  : , i  i / : i ! ? i i l  

FIG. 10. Gramicidin S (all-trans model) showing hydrophilic 
surface. Grooved atoms = earbonyl oxygens. 
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FIG. 11. Gramieidin S (all-trans model) showing hydrophobic 
surface. 

nitrogen still another situation results and this also 
should be kept in mind. The main point that  has 
emerged f rem the study of the all-trans models is 
the demonstration that  here, too, the carbonyl oxygens 
can adapt  themselves to the planar  hexagonal water 
pat tern without any interrupt ion of the interaction 
pat tern  and with minimal distortion of bond angles. 
Consequently, if the all-trans configuration offers cer- 
tain advantages from the standpoint of thermodynamic 
stability and more favorable van der Waals spacing 
(albeit with a possible decrease in hydrophobic fit- 
t ing) ,  then there seems to be no good reason why the 
use of all-trans peptide linkages cannot be utilized in 
the hexagonal theory of protein conformation. 

This conclusion from the model studies is no as- 
surance that  the all-trans peptide juncture  does exist 
in aqueous solution or biological systems. For  certain 
situations, cis bonds seem to fit some of the data 
equally welh Grant  (15) has recently repeated some 
studies of the molecules glyeine, diglyeine, and tri- 
glyeine in aqueous solution and determined their 
charge separation by dielectric constant measurements. 
He concluded that the peptide chain is curved in 
space. I f  his charge separation distances are compared 
with the expected values for  a peptide chain laid out 
with the Dreiding stereomodels on a hexagonal net- 
work (see e.g., Fig. 3), then the correspondence of 
distances is quite good if the peptide bonds between 

:FIG. 12. ~alinomycin showing hydrophilic surface. 
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(i-2-3-4)3: 
(D_-VoI-  L - L o c t i c -  L -VoI -D_-  Hydroxyvoline} 3 

FIG. 13. Hexagonal pat tern of vallnolnyein showing chain 
sequence. 

glycine units are in the cis form and much less precise 
for the hexagonal conformation using trans peptide 
bonds. As Grant  points out, a model of the extended 
chain (fi-eonformation) using trans bonds gives no 
useful correlation whatsoever with the measured 
values. Beaeham et al. (16) have also made a similar 
s tudy of a series of peptides. Here, too, correlation 
with a cis amide bond is good up to the tr ipeptide 
stage, but we have not been able to extend the hexag- 
onal conformation correlation to the tetrapeptide 
and higher peptide stages. Beaeham et al. suggest 
the possibility that  the theoretical relationship between 
dielectric constant and dipole moment may need to be 
refined so that the correlations must be taken with 
reservations. Other interesting studies on glycine, 
diglyeine, triglycine and tetraglyeine have been done 
by Goto and Isemura (17) in aqueous solution. Al- 
though their results are not directly indicative or 
suggestive of the conformation in solution, these 
workers have shown that  the peptide bonds are de- 
finitely hydrated in solution. They conclude that  the 
pepticie bond is a "hydrophil ic" group. 

Side Chain Interactions in Polypeptides 
Thus far  we have shown how the "hexagonal" 

approach to protein conformation was developed into 
a general theoretical concept with the use of models. 
The main subjects of discussion have involved the 
peptide O-atoms, their possible interaction with water, 
and the consequences of cis-trans interchanges of amide 
linkages. We will now evaluate the side chain inter- 
aetions resulting in the hexagonal conformation of 
some known pr imary  sequenees. We have preferred 
to s tudy models of biologically active peptides or 
proteins of determined structure, hoping that  we are 
thereby assured that  the pr imary  order of amino acid 
residues in the chain progression is significant for 
some part icular  biological function, and approaching 
the conformation problem with the faith that  some 
specific ter t iary  arrangement of these residues endows 
the pr imary  sequence with the framework that  im- 
parts  to it this elusive quali ty of biological activity. 
I t  is immediately apparent  from models that  for each 
specific arrangement of the peptide backbone (e.g., 
a-helix, pleated sheet or hexagonal conformation) the 
same amino acid sequence will present entirely dif- 
ferent  side chain reactions. Thus, for a sequence of 
30 amino acids in the ~-helieal conformation, residue 1 
will be relatively close to 4, 4 to 7, 7 to 10, 10 to 13, 
etc. For  the extended chain s tructure used in the 
pleated sheet, very few side chains from the same 
strand can effectively interact  with each other unless 
relatively large groupings are present such as lysine, 
glutamic acid or arginine, so the interactions that  
ean be envisioned are going to be almost entirely 
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FIG. 14. Valinomycin showing hydrophobie surface. 
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between side chains on immediately adjacent units 
since any other units will be too far  apar t  unless the 
chain folds back on itself. The hexagonal concept, 
however, allows amino acids which are far  apar t  in 
the pr imary  sequence to be very close to each other 
on the hexagonal spiral. A glance at the model of 
the insulin B ehain (Fig. 5) readily shows that  residue 
1 is close to residue 10, and residue 9 is dose to residue 
30. Since other workers have extensively studied many 
models in the a-heiical or pleated sheet conformation, 
the discussion in this section will be mainly concerned 
with the side chain positioning and interaction in the 
hexagonal concept of protein conformation. Fur ther -  
more, it seemed advisable to s tudy three or four models 
quite comprehensively rather  than to present a whole 
bat tery  of models superficially. 

Gramicidin S 

A very interesting ar ray  of side chain interactions 
resulted from the hexagonal conformation with our 
first selected example, gramicidin S. This cyclic deea- 
peptide is formed by the combination of two identical 
pentapeptides in the following sequence: 

F' (D'~raline 'L'L actic 'L'Valine-D-!-lydr ~  ~ -] 

Two D-phenyla]anines are present in this peptide, and 
two ornithines provide the only polar side chains. 
The present model (Fig. 8) differs in several respects 
from the model presented earlier (4). First,  in as- 
sembling larger models with the Catalin set the entire 
structure, both side chains and backbone, is now 
threaded on thin nickel wire to avoid separation of 
the rubber pegs and consequently the atoms can be 
held t ightly together. Second, this nmdel differs con- 
formationally in having the -L-Leu-D-Phe  anfide 
junction in the t rans  form, a possibility previously 
suggested (4) but not previously illustrated in print.  
The model contains four t rans  and six cis amide link- 
ages. The main chain is laid out so that  the carbonyl 
O-atoms form two fused hexagons similar to Fig. 2. 
For  the L-amino acids in the sequence cis amide bonds 
bring the a-C-atoms toward the center of the respec- 
tive hexagons and the H-atoms on these a-C-atoms 
form two compact rings in the centers. For  the tra~s 
junction at the -L-Leu-D-Phe  position the opposite 
D-configuration projects the a-H-atom of the D-Phe 
outward and the benzyl side chain now has the - C H , -  
portion just  below the a-carbon position. The benzene 

FIG. 15. Enniatin B showing hydrop!lilic 
model. C-P-K set: small model, Catalin set. 

surface: large 

ring standing on edge projects into the central space 
adjacent to the two central (or common) peptide 
O-atoms of the fused hexagons. The position of entry 
is such that  the two benzene rings, coming into the 
center from opposite directions lie exactly side by side. 
I t  is seen that  the ring of H-atoms of the respective 
hexagons are thus completed by four H-atoms from 
the benzene rings, two on each side. The planes of 
the two benzene rings are perpendicular  to the long 
axis of the molecule, and the resulting benzene "sand- 
wich" has an ornithine amino group on either side, 
with the amino ends emerging into contact with the 
hydrophilic surface through the central "holes" in the 
two hexagons. In a simple backbone model such as 
poly-L-alanine (Fig'. 6 and 7), the hexagonal units 
have open centers, but in most biological sequences 
these centers are usually occupied by certain polar 
side chain groups, as in this gramicidin S model. 

The back side of this cis-tra)*s model (Fig. 9) clearly 
shows the two benzene rings lying side by side. The 
compact arrangement  of the side chains is quite 
obvious, and the general shape and size are in quite 
good agreement with the 11 • 16 A rectangular  di- 
mensions described by Hodgkin's X-ray data (18). 

To complete the study of gramieidin S, a model 
having all t rans  amide bonds was constructed with 
the C - P - K  models. Fig. 10 shows the peptide surface. 
Except  for the two peptide - N - H  groups of the two 
D-Phe units (which point outward) all of the other 

peptide - N - H  groups and the -}~ of the two proline 
units form a ring around the hexagonal centers. The 
-NH.~ groups of the two ornithine side chains appear 
in the center of this ring, and here each of them can 
be bonded to the ornithine peptide - N - H  group 
through a hydrogen bond while one of the amino H- 
atoms can hydrogen bond with the electron pair  of 
the proline peptide nitrogen. The benzene rings of 

FIG. 16. Enniatin B showing hydrophobie surface: large 
model, C-P-K set; small model, Catalin set. 
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:FIG. 17. Glucagon showing hydrophi l ic  su r f ace :  a)  Sequence number s  are placed on the  respect ive 
carbonyl  carbon a toms  (sequence given in Table I I ;  b)  red = oxygen,  blue = n i t rogen,  black = carbon,  
white = hydrogen,  screw heads  on pept ide  oxygens.  

the D-Phe units again point toward the central open 
area of the molecule, but  are not seen clearly from 
this surface in the "side-by-side" position character- 
istic of the cis-trans model (Fig. 8). Again the 
- N - H - C H ( R ) - C = O  direction within the chain is 
counterclockwise and the carbonyl O-atoms common to 
the two hexagons are here supplied by the L-leucinc 
residues instead of the D-phenylalanine units as in 
Fig. 8. The back side of the all trans structure of 
gramieidin S is i l lustrated in Fig. 11. Here the posi- 
tion of the two benzene rings of the D-phenylalanine 
side chains is easier to see and they are not "side-by- 
side." The general paraffinic nature of this side chain 
surface is again apparent,  but  there arc no part icularly 
outstanding features. 

Depsipeptides 
Recently another type of cyclic antibiotic has been 

completely characterized by a total synthesis. This 
type of s tructure is not strictly a "polypeptide" but 
is composed of a mixture of amide and ester bonds 
formed from a-amino and a-hydroxy acids of either 
D- or L-configuration. Such compounds are commonly 
known as depsipeptides. One of the compounds in the 
class is valinomycin, a cye!ododecadepsipeptide having 
the formula : 

F L-Yal-L-Orn-L-Leu-D-Phe-L-Pro-L-Yal-L-Orn-L-Leu-D -Phe-L-Pro -1 

The total synthesis of this compound and several simi- 
lar products has been described by Shemyakin et al. 
(19). In the formulation of a possible conformation 
for valinomycin, it is again difficult to apply the 
a-helical concept, not only by reason of the cyclic 
s tructure but  also because of the paucity of -iN H 
groups for the required -C=O-  - - H - N -  bonds. Similar 
considerations apply to the formulation of the pleated 
sheet or fl-configuration. I t  is, however, possible to 

arrange the carbonyl O-atoms on a hexagonal lattice 
as il lustrated in Fig. 12. This arrangement leaves 
the model with an open center which would be a 
common point for the completion of each of the three 
hexagons. In the photograph of the model an O-atom 
has been inserted there to illustrate the completed 
hexagonal pat tern  indicated by the dotted lines 
radiating from point D in Fig. 13. Fig. 13 also shows 
the chain sequence as noted in the legend. This may 
be an esthetically satisfying picture, but  any suggested 
conformation should also furnish us with some clue 
as to why valinomycin is a reactive compound. "Reac- 
tive" amino, hydroxyl,  or carboxyl groups, or even 
aromatic rings are not present in valinomycin. The 
back side of the model shows a completely hydrophobic 
environment (Fig. 14). However, if we examine the 
f ront  side, or peptide surface, of Fig. 12 and consider 
its interaction with a water layer in contact with it, 
the following points may be noted. Each of the hexa- 
gons (or part ial  hexagons since the common central 
point is not furnished by the chain) will make contact 
with water through its carbonyl O-atoms. Such a 
water lattice in the ice form will present a centrally 
located water O-atom to the molecule at each of the 
hexagonal centers lettered A, B, and C, respectively 
(Fig. 13). To this water molecule our proposed struc- 
ture will present the following groups: - C - H ,  - C - H ,  
- ~ - ,  a n d - N - H .  These groups are available for hy- 

drogen bonding contact with the water but  in various 
ways. Thus, the water molecule can donate a hydrogen 
to the - ~ -  of the ester, accept a hydrogen from the 

- N - H  of the amide and find its resonance possibilities 
blocked by the - C - H  groups, which have available 
H-atoms although presumably not strong hydrogen 
bonding partners.  In the binding of the water at tha t  
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FIG. 18. Glucagon showing hydrophobic surface, a) Sequence numbers are located on some part of 
the proper side chain (sequence given in Table II) ; b) red = oxygen, blue = nitrogen, black = carbon, 
white = hydrogen. 

site, the ester O-atom will have a tendency to draw 
an H-atom from the water lattice to fulfill its bonding 
possibilities, and consequently that part icular water 
molecule may have one of its two available H-atoms 
more or less permanently oriented away from contact 
with the surrounding water molecules, thus producing 
a local disturbance in the water resonance. The same 
thing could apply to the water molecules at each of 
the positions A, B, and C. Thus, the whole structure 
acting in this manner could produce quite a con- 
certed change on the resonance of the immediately 
adjacent water structure. The general effect would 
be to leave certain of these water molecules with a 
(3-) charge, perhaps capable of at tracting hydrogens 
from adjacent protein layers or ions such as potassium 
ions from the media. Valinomycin is known to have 
an effect on potassium transport  (20). Thus, a highly 
coordinated system of so-called "neutral" groups may 
have just as profound an effect on the resonance of 
the water lattice as that exerted by a more "reactive" 
group such as an amino group. 

I t  is also noteworthy that the eyelohexadepsi- 
peptides, which would have only one hexagon of 
earbonyl O-atoms, in some instances also form a reac- 
tive group of compounds (21). This is especially so 
when the hydroxy and amino acid residues alternate 
regularly. The two most active compounds contain 
three N-methyl amino acids and three hydroxy acids. 
When these are joined in the ester-amide linkages to 
form the cyclic depsipeptide, there are no - N - H  groups 
available for the - C = O - - - H - N -  bonds proposed for 
either the a-helix or pleated sheet. Consequently, there 
must be many other forces which influence the con- 
formation of molecules and which are capable of 
producing biologically active arrangements. A pro- 
posed "hexagonal" model of a eyelohexadepsipeptide 

is given in Fig. 15 showing the hydrophilie earbonyl 
oxygen surface constructed with both the C - P - K  
models (larger size) and the Catalin models. All 
amide and ester linkages are in the trans form. The 
sequence shown is that of enniatin B (21), which 
has the formula:  

I CH(CH3)2 3 
L D 

Both models show clearly the possibility of arranging 
the earbonyl O-atoms in the hexagonal pattern. In 
the C - P - K  models these O-atoms comprise the outer 
ring of six O-atoms (identified in the model by the 
slots used for making hydrogen bonds). The inner 
ring of O-atoms and N-atoms is indicated by the three 
ether O-atoms (with slots) alternating with the three 
N-atoms. In the C - P - K  model these N-atoms were 
represented with amino nitrogens which allow the 
methyl group on the nitrogen to ]ie below each N-atom. 
In this way each N-methyl group can project one of 
its H-atoms into the very center of the inner ring. 
I f  planar N-atoms are used with the C - P - K  set these 
central three H-atoms require slight compression. This 
is not true when the model is assembled with the 
Catalin set, for in that model the planar or amide 
N-atoms were employed without difficulty, perhaps 
due to slightly smaller radii for the H-atoms in that  
set. The back side of this molecule as constructed 
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TABLE I 
Hexagonal  Units  of the Peptide Surface of the Glneagon Model 

(Figure  13) 

Number Possible Side 
of Carbonyl Numbers Chain in 

Hexagon from Figure  13 Hexagon Center 

1 1,2,3,4,5,6 Glu (NH~)-3 
2 1,6,7,8,9,10 His-1 
3 1,2,10,11,12,13 Lys-12 
4 2,3,13,14,15,16 Arg-17 
5 3,4,16,17,18,19 Arg-18 
6 4,5,19,20,21,22 Glu (iNHe) -20 
7 5,6,7,22,23,24 Val-23 
8 7.8,24,25,26,27 Ser-8 
9 8,9,27,28,29 Thr-29 

with the two sets is shown in Fig. 16. The very precise 
fitting of the nonpolar  groups scarcely needs addi- 
tional comment, and together with the uni form ar- 
rangement  of carbonyl O-atoms in Fig. 15 represents 
a very provocative proposal for the conformation of 
cnniatin B. 

Glucagon 

I t  has already been suggested that  the hexagonal 
conformation can be extended to open chain peptide 
sequences in which no cyclic r ing is present. One such 
model has already been presented for the insulin B 
chain (Fig. 5) to show the persistence of the hexag- 
onal lattice for a combination of cis and trans amide 
bonds. No detailed discussion of the result ing side 
chain interactions was presented. We now would like 
to take a molecular model of a known compound, 
glucagon, in the all-trans form and document the 
various side chain interactions that  are observable 
f rom a sequence in the hexagonal conforniation. In  
order to emphasize again the basic a r rangement  of the 
peptide backbone in the a]l-trans form, let us refer  
back briefly to the 24 unit  poly-L-alanine model in 
Fig. 6 and 7. On the f ront  side (Fig. 6), it will be 
noted that  except for the central  hexagon (with 5 
- N - H  groups and one amino pointing inward)  and 
the second hexagon (with 3 N - H  groups pointing 
inward)  the remaining 5 hexagons and all subsequent 
hexagons in a longer chain would have only 2 - N - H  
groups project ing toward their  respective hexagonal 
centers. One methyl  group, marked by a black dot 
on one of the H-atoms, also points inward on hexagons 
2-7. The back side of the model (Fig. 7) shows tha t  
there is adequate space between the methyl  groups 
on the adjacent  a-carbon atoms of the backbone to 
accommodate larger  van der Waals  radii  for the 
H-atoms if tha t  seems desirable (Catal in models have 
a hydrogen radius = 0.95 A).  With  the small methyl  
side chains of alanine the backbone spiral  is a fa i r ly  
open structure.  However, if we examine the model 
of a known na tura l ly  occurring sequence, it is quite 
obvious tha t  many  side chain groups are considerably 
larger than  methyl, and most of the space between 
the backbone atoms is filled in to give a more compact 
assembly. This is well i l lustrated by the model of 
the all-trans conformation of the glucagon s t ructure  
(22) shown in Fig. 17 (hydrophil ie surface) and Fig. 
18 (hydrophobic surface) .  In  Fig. 17 the numbers  
appear ing  on the carbonyl carbons of the backbone 
identify the 29 amino acids in this sequence (See 
Table I I  for sequence). This all-trans model il lustrates 
the uni form manner  in which the hexagonal pa t te rn  
of carbonyl oxygens is mainta ined throughout  the 
sequence. The carbonyl positions comprising the nine 
hexagons and the central  group in each hexagon are 
included in Table I. The side chain surface is given in 
Fig. 18. A list of some of the possible side chain 
interactions is given in Table II .  I t  should not be 
supposed that  the side chains are so firmly positioned 

that  these suggested contacts are the only possible 
ones. The list is given to emphasize the wide and 
integrated side chain in terplay that  is possible with 
the hexagonal conformation. There are several well- 
directed hydrogen bonds, two and possibly three elec- 
trostatic interactions and a few hydrophobic bonds. 
In  some instances the hydrogen bond network inter- 
connects at least three polar groups into a single unit. 
]n other instances the interact ing groups may be 
quite far  apar t  in the p r i m a r y  sequence (e.g., His-1 
with Asp-9).  There arc other possible bondings which 
were not cited in the table, such as the bonding of 
the Se r - l l  hydroxyl  to the nlain chain carbonyl oxygen 
of His-1. These bonds could also be equally effective 
as stabilizing features or act ivat ing influences, for 
the main chain peptide bonds must  also qualify as 
"reactive" groups. In  this sense, too, the hexagonal 
concept of protein conformation offers additional 
thoughts about the efficacy of proline units or - N - C H 3  
amino acids in the role of "reactive" groups. I f  the 
peptide chain is in int imate uni form contact with a 
water  lattice, a proline residue in that  chain poses 
the likelihood of a specific alteration in the resonance 
pat tern  of the par t icular  water  molecule in contact 
with it. This water  molecule may contact and hydro- 
gen bond to the proline nitrogen, but  when it does, 
the H-atom for the bond must  always come from the 
water  molecule since the N-atom has only its electron 
pair  to offer. By  contrast  the N - H  of an H - N - C = 0  
bond can also furnish an H-atom to its nearest water  
molecule, so it will be apparen t  that  different resonance 
situations will result  in the two instances. Conse- 
quently, in the theoretical aspects of the hexagonal 
concept each proline unit  presents itself as a distinctive 
reactive function, of key importance to biological 

TABLE I I  
Possible Side Chain Interact ions in G/ucagon (Figure  14) 

S e q u e n c e  A m i n o  Poss ib le  I n t e r a c t i o n  
Number Acid 

l His-1 
2 Ser-2 

3 Glu(NH~)-3 

4 Gly 4 

5 Tbr-5 
6 Phe-6 

7 Thr-7 

8 Ser-8 

9 Asp-9 
10 Tyr-10 

11 Ser - l l  
12 Lys-12 

~3 Tyr-13 

14 Leu-14 
15 Asp-15 

16 Ser-16 
17 Arg-17 
18 Arg-18 

19 A]a-19 

20 Glu (NH:) -20  

21 Asp-21 
22 Phe-22 
23 Va'-23 
24 G:u (NH,_,) -24 

25 Try-25 
26 Leu-26 
27 Met-27 

28 Asp (NH~)-28 

29 Thr-29 

Electros tat ic  with Asp-9 
Hydrogen bond with amide --NH.. of 

Glu(NH2) -3 
See  Ser-2. Also - -C=O at center  of 

Hexagon 1 (Figure  13) 
Small s ize  fac i l i tates  GIu(NH2)-3 

positioning 
Bonds with --NH2 of GIu(NH2)-3 
No part icu lar  in terac t ion  in the posi- 

t ion shown 
Hydroxyl group forms hydrogen bond 

with a-NH2 of His-1 
Center of Hexagon 8 (Figure  13). Can 

also be rotated  to contact  Asp(NH2)-  
28 in hydrogen bond 

See  His- l ,  above 
Phenolic - -OH is near  the imidazole 

nitrogen of His-1 
Hydrogen bond to e-NHe of Lys-12 
a) See Ser - l l ,  above 
b) Hydrophobic with Tyr-13 
Benzene r ing held b e t w e e n  side cha ins  

of Lys-12 and Leu-14 
See  Try-13. above 
a) Electrostatic with Arg-17 
b) Hydrogen bond with Ser-16 
See  Asp-15, above 
See  Asp-15, above 
Hydrogen bond with Glu(NH2) -20, 

which in turn may form e~.ectrostaric 
bridge to Asp-21 

Methyl group serves as possible rotat ion  
barr ier  to Arg-18 

Poss ib le  bonding bridge between Arg-18 
and Asp 21 (See Arg-18, above) 

See  Glu(NH2)-20, above 
Hydrophobic bond with Val-23 
See  Phe-22 ,  above 
No definite interaction, blight be located 

to point into the  center  of Hexagon 7 
(Figure  13) 

Hydrophobic with Leu-26 
See  Try-25 ,  above 
Hydrogen bond with amide --NHc of 

Asp (NH.o)-28 
See  Met-27 ,  above and  also possible  

Ser-8, above 
No special  in teract ion  in posi t ion shown 

in the model Poss ib le  center  of 
Hexagon 9 (Figure  13), 
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potency, ra ther  than the weak or absent link in an 
otherwise un in te r rup ted  helical spiral. 

Cytochrome C 
Although a complete model of cytochrome C has 

been assembled with Catalin models and photographed,  
an 8 • 10 in. p r in t  of this model is so small that  even 
the definite hexagonal a r rangement  of carbonyl oxy- 
gens is difficult to follow at that  magnification. The 
side chain details are so hard to label clearly that  for 
the present the publication of such models is best 
served by resorting to another  method. This method 
employs hexagonalIy ruled paper  to represent  the 
carbonyl oxygen network, and the result  is a very 
useful "model" indeed. The paper  was carefully ruled 
to the scale of 1 e m =  4.8 A so that  the dimensions 
of a protein subunit  in the hexagonal conformation 
could be measured directly. This device was first 
used for the representat ion of the tobacco mosaic virus 
protein (23). A hexagonal paper  model of cytochrome 
C (Fig. 19) outlines the overall shape of the subunit  
of 104 amino acid residues plus an N-terminal  aeetyl 
group furnishing an additional earbonyl oxygen for 
the network. As in the case of the tobacco mosaic 
virus unit  (23), this terminal  acetyl oxygen has been 
numbered zero to avoid changing the accepted chain 
number ing (13). F rom a knowledge of the p r imary  
sequence as well as our assembled model of eytochrome 
C, it is possible to use selected symbols to represent  
desired side chain groups quite precisely in the paper  
honeycomb pat tern.  This is done for certain groups in 
contact with the haem ring as judged f rom the all- 
trans model. Since the molecular model of cytochrome 
C was used as a guide for labeling the paper  model, 
the placement of these groups is quite accurate. The 
cytoehrome C model construction also lends more 
confidence to the tobacco mosaic virus ease, for it seems 
unlikely that  the T?vIV sequence (158 amino acids) 
will present  any additional s t ructural  difficulties not 
a l ready encountered in the eytoehrome C study. 

The following points about the eytoehrome C---haem 
interaction were observed in our modeh Fi r s t  of all, 
the two cysteines at positions 14 and 17 in the eyto- 
chrome C sequence are appropr ia te ly  placed so that  
they contact the vinyl side chains of the haem molecule 
at the desired positions, forming the necessary thio- 
ether bonds (24). The thioether bonds can also be 
formed with this portion of the eytoehrome C sequence 
ar ranged in the a-helix conformation (25), a point 
tha t  I have also verified. The all-trans hexagonal 
model here brings the imidazole group of the His-18 
directly into contact with the central port ion of the 
haem. This a r rangement  should be checked with the 
more precise C - P - K  models. One other major  point 
about the haem interaction deserves comment. In  the 
cytochrome C sequence, position "0" (our numbering)  
is an acetyl group and position 1 is a glycine. Both 
of the groups are sterieally very small and conse- 
quently they provide an open space on the back side 
of the model, approximate ly  in the area outlined with 
the dotted line. I f  the haem group is now positioned 
over the model so that  the thioethers can form with 
the vinyl  side chains and the ring projects toward the 
central  hexagon (positions 0,1,2,3,4,5), then the two 
propionic acid side chains on the haem ring fit very 
nicely into that  open area. Therefore, al though the 
haem group is at tached to the back side of the eyto- 
chrome C model (or "hydrophobie"  surface) ,  the open 
space provided by the small groups at positions 0 and 
1 in the sequence allows the haem to make contact 
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FIG. 19. Cytochrome C subunit on hexagonal paper model. 
a) Numbers indicate primary sequence positions (Ref. 13) b) 
S = cysteine, his = histidine. 

with the f ront  side (or "hydrophil ic"  surface) of the 
subunit  by having these propionie acid side chains 
project  through this opening, br inging the earboxyl 
groups into the aqueous layer which the hexagonal 
conformation presumes to be present  at the peptide 
surface. Although the spacing may be coincidence, 
it furnishes a plausible reason for having an N-acetyl 
group followed by an equally small glycine group at 
the N-terminus of the molecule. 

The possible binding of one of the coordinate posi- 
tions of lmem iron to a earboxyl group is not ruled 
out by the eytochrome C model. The aspart ic  acid at 
position three in the sequence can be so placed that  it 
lies exactly under  the center of the haem ring. When 
so placed it is also possible for it to be neutralized 
by the lysine at position 13 in the sequence so that  
it could form an ionic bond with the iron. In  this 
placement Asp-3 is also available to form a hydrogen 
bond with the His-18, thus enabling it to still t ransfer  
electrons to the histidine unit. This possible Asp-3 
interaction is mentioned because carboxyl a t tachment  
of the iron has not been ruled out unequivocally. 
Williams (26) states that  Co, Fe, and Ni are likely to 
be bound to mixed oxy anion-nitrogen coordinating 
ligands. Heller  and Smith (27) retain the possibility 
that  the sixth ligand of heine iron in cytoehrome C 
may be either an O-atom (glutamyl  or tyrosyl)  or 
the indole of t ryptophan.  

The Aggregation of Protein and Peptide Molecules 

Thus far  the discussion has mostly concerned models 
of single molecules of antibiotics, peptide chains, or 
protein subunits. I t  is well known that  many  of these 
single molecules are capable of dimerizations, tri-  
merizations or aggregations to even higher stages of 
complexity. The forces operat ing in these various 
stages of polymerization are usually thought  to be 
hydrophobic, hydrogen bonding or electrostatic forces. 
In the ease of proteins, the idea that  these polymers 
are built  up f rom monomerie entities designated as 
"protein subunits" is now quite firmly established. 
A subunit  consists of a single polypeptide chain hav- 
ing a precise and characteristic amino acid sequence. 
Tlms, the 104 amino acid residues of cytoehrome C 
constitute a protein subunit. "Proteins"  of multi- 
million molecular weight are probably always com- 
prised of many  subunits, joined together a t  least in 
par t  by the weaker secondary forces mentioned above. 
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-_-_- A 
B 

Fro. 20. Schematic drawing of hexamer of subunits. A 
(straight line) hydrophi]ic surface; B (ridged line) hydro- 
phobic surface. (Included with permission of the Journal of 
Theoretical Biology.) 

For  each eonformational concept of the individual 
subunit, a different idea related to subunit aggregation 
will arise, since different groups are exposed for inter- 
chain contact. Thus, for the a-helix, aggregates are 
pictured as three strand ropes which fur ther  combine 
in mult is trand ropes or supereoils. For  the fl- 
configuration, we have the parallel and antiparallel 
pleated sheets, with these sheets in tu rn  stacked in 
layers. I will present some thoughts about the hexag- 
onal concept of subunit conformation with regard to 
the modes of its potential aggreo'ation properties. 
These ideas were first employed in at tempting to fit 
the tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) protein subunit into 
the structural  features and known dimensions of the 
virus rod (23). Beginning with an individual protein 
subunit, such as that  given for eytochrome C (Fig. 
19) in its hexagonal conformation, we see that the 
subunit  is essentially a fiat-sided plate with hydro- 
philie (peptide bond) and hydrophobic (side chain) 
surfaces. Here the hydrophilic surface contains all 
the peptide O-atoms in what seems to be an ideal 
hexagonal a r ray  for contacting a water layer, which 
is then pictured as adhering to this surface through 
hydrogen bonds. The term "hydrophobie" is in some 
ways an oversimplification used for convenience only, 
especially for a protein subunit where some polar or 
"hydrophil ie" groups will ahnost invariably be present 
in this surface, though not necessarily in a regular 
array. However, given a protein subunit  of this 
fundamental  type, the problem of aggregation was 
approached from the standpoint of defining nmtually 
at tracting surfaces. On the basis of arguments pointed 
out in some detail for the TMV ease (23), the choice 
was made to have the hydrophobic surface of one 
subunit interact  with the hydrophobie surface of 
another subunit  through the postulated media of 
hydrophobie bonds, hydrogen bonds between - C O -  
NH2, -COeH and other polar groups such as hy- 
droxyls. Another type of bond, although not present 
in the TMV example, for bonding together such 
hydrophobie surfaces is the covalent - S - S -  bond of 
eystine units. This aspect will be referred to later. 
The general effect of these combined bonding patterns 
is the formation of a sort of subunit sandwich sealed 
together by interaction of side chains so that  the 
hydrophobie regions are largely buried, while the hy- 
drophilie peptide groups would be exposed completely 
on the two outward facing surfaces of the sandwich. 
This kind of sandwich is like a lipid bilayer of the 
Danielli membrane model (28) where the bond between 
the two lipid layers is presumed to be hydrophobie 
and the outer surfaces are comprised of polar hy- 
drophilie lipid groups. A schematic representation 
is i l lustrated in Fig. 20. This is based on the TMV 
case, in which three upper  subunits are pictured in 
bonding with three lower subunits. I t  will be noted 

that the subunits are not directly over each other, 
but are staggered. This arrangement was selected 
largely because it fits a hexagonal cross section as 
previously explained (23). The alternate directly 
superimposed subunit ar ray is certainly not excluded. 

I f  "back-side" interactions have any validity, the 
preferred positioning might depend upon specific 
group attractions and shapes acting to produce favor- 
able energeties at some part icular  overlap position. 
This combination of six subunits might be termed a 
"hexamer," and with TMV protein its molecular 
weight would be close to 100,000, a value similar to 
the molecular weight of the A-protein aggregate of 
Schramm (29). In this aggregation concept based on 
hexagonal units, the hexamer can be used as a funda- 
mental building block. The equatorial assembly of 
such hexamers around a central one, employing in- 
terpenetrat ion and new hydrophobic overlaps at the 
hexagonal corners, would serve to form thin sheets 
cf protein with two water-coated surfaces. The axial 
assembly of such hexamers, in which the hexamers 
would be piled above each other in the form of stacked 
dises~ with the water layers serving as both cement 
and "spacer" between adjacent discs, leads to a rod- 
like assembly. 

It  was suggested for the TMV model system (23) 
that the;e axially stacked hexamers were equivalent to 
rod formation, for an examination of the basic hexamer 
assembly had shown that it had practically the same 
cross-sectional shape and dimension as the virus rod 
itself. This axial assembly of the hexamers may be 
a temperature sensitive process. An at tempt to analyze 
the "second neighbor" oxygen distance in water (23) 
seemed to indicate that  at about 25-30C the hexagonal 
"second neighbor" water oxygen pat tern would be 
dimensionally similar to the hexagonal peptide oxygen 
pattern.  Consequently, it might be anticipated that 
water would be the most compatible cement at about 
25-30C. Lauffer (30) has studied the polymerization 
of TMV protein in the aqueous system as a function of 
temperature,  using turbidi ty  as a measure. Maximum 
turbidi ty  is attained at about 30C. The axial aggrega- 
tion of subunits is therefore equated in this instance 
with a favorable correspondence of water-peptide pat- 
terns at certain temperature  ranges, leading to hy- 
drophilie-hydrophilic interaction and rod-like aggre- 
gates via a water-cementing action (23). These views 
have been fur ther  elaborated in a later reference (31). 
Other interesting phenomena involving disaggrega- 
tion-reaggregation of protein as a function of tem- 
perature at a specific pH value have been noted for 
flagellin and phyeoeyanin. In the case of flagellin 
(32) Vegotsky et al. have not,~d that at pH 4.08 
precipitation of the protein was observed to be more 
rapid at 26C than at 4C, and filaments of different 
length but uniform width have been observed. In 
the studies with phycocyanin, Scott and Berns (33) 
have proposed a hexamer as the aggregation species 
which is important  in vivo, and the factors of pH  
and temperature which influence its formation have 
been discussed. 

The Hexagonal  Concept and Biological  Membranes 

One of the intr iguing possible applications of the 
hexagonal protein conformation and the suggested 
protein subunit  interaction has been postulated by 
Heehter  for the molecular organization of cell mem- 
branes (34). In this proposal water-coated lipid hi- 
layers are visualized as interacting with water-coated 
protein bilayers of "interlocked discs" (34), with water 
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serving as the inter layer  cement. An impor tant  con- 
sequence of the hexagonal protein conformation as 
devised in this model is the allowed format ion of 
membrane pores. These pores are s t ructural ly  ar- 
ranged at stated intervals in the protein layer as a 
direct result  of selecting this specific conformation 
for the protein subunit. Inherent  in the proposal is 
the postulate that  when the protein subunit  is a dif- 
ferent  size (i.e., shorter or longer p r imary  sequence) 
the holes will be closer together or fu r ther  apart ,  
respectively. Thus, the hexagonal concept of protein 
conformation brings to the reahu of molecular biology 
a new theoretical approach to membrane structure and 
function, especially with relation to the protein com- 
ponents, although a few studies of molecular models 
of phospholipids and trig'lycerides in the water  lattice 
(31,34) have also served to ver i fy  the possibilities of 
orderly l ipid-water interactions. 

In  the lipid area, the nmnber  of known compounds 
which can still be examined with molecular models for 
significant interactions with the model of the water  
lattice is legion. For  example, it is intr iguing to find 
tha t  the quinoid "head" of eoenzyme Q,o as well as 
the polyunsatura ted  "tail" are both capable of in- 
teresting eompatibilities with the water  structure. The 
unsatura ted  double bonds (all-tra)~s) in the ful ly 
extended "tail" are uni formly  placed at exactly the 
same distance apar t  as a row of "second neighbor" 
O-atoms in the water  lattice; also the extended "tail" 
of coenzyme Q~o has about the same length (ca. 45A) 
as the thickness of a lipid bilayer. One is therefore 
tempted to speculate that  the lipid bilayer "holes" 
of the I techter  model (34) might  be conveniently filled 
with extended molecules of eoenzyme Q~o. These 
strategically placed units could serve for electron 
t ransfer  at selected points across the lipid bilayer, 
perhaps  via the medium of an iron hydroxide core, 
hydrogen bonded to the uni formly  spaced double 
bonds of the eoenzyme "tail." Presumably  more than 
one eoenzyme Q,o might  be inserted in such a hole, 
either in parallel or ant iparal lel  arrangement .  The 
quinoid "head," placed perpendicular  to the isoprenoid 
"tai l"  could serve as sort of a cap over the hole as 
well as a contact point  between the iron core and the 
outer environment.  

I t  should not be implied that  all of the problems 
that  arise in a t tempt ing  to apply  the hexagonal pro- 
tein conformation to known situations are minor ones. 
Our proposal for the s t ructure  of actinomyein D has 
been challenged (35) and perhaps  r ight ly  so. Al- 
though all of the objections may not be valid (36), 
perhaps  still others can be raised (37). While the 
"model builders" encounter nmnerous difficulties, the 
erystal lographers  who test the val idi ty of these models 
also have theirs. The old problem of s t ructure  in 
"crystal  versus solution" (to which we might  add 
"solvent used") may  be with us for a long time. Even 
the simplest examples in this area deserve considerable 
reflection. For  example, L-hydroxyproline in the crys- 
tal  form has an angle of buckle ( referr ing to the 
"envelope conformation" of the r ing) of about 20 ~ 
f rom the work of Donohue and Trueblood (38), but 
the work of Abraham et al. (39) suggests that  in solu- 
tion this angle of buckle is about 50-60 ~ . With  the 
aid of molecular models of L-hydroxyproline (Dreiding 
stereomodels), it is interesting to observe than an 
angle of buckle of 50-60 ~ brings the r ing N-atom and 
hydroxyl  O-atom closer together than in the crystal  
where the angle of buckle is 20 ~ . In  the solution 
situation the N - O  distance is quite exactly equivalent 
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to the "first neighbor" oxygen distance in the water  
lattice, but  in the crystal  form the N-O distance ex- 
ceeds this value appreciably.  Equal ly  disconcerting 
is the repor t  by Karle  and Karle  (40) that  crystalline 
cyclohexylglycine hemihydrate  exists in four  distinctly 
different conformational  isomers. One is tempted to 
ask whether in more complex protein crystals similar 
conformational  isomers might  not also complicate the 
interpretation.  Perhaps  the same hazard applies to 
any  claims about "single forms" in solution states, 
and consequently one is not even certain under  what  
experimental  conditions to work in order to secure 
proof for a proposed conformation. 

New information on the p r ima ry  s t ructure  of pro- 
teins and peptides is rapidly  becoming available so 
that  new sequences are continually in hand for molec- 
ular modeling. In  some instances postulated structures 
are being synthesized as a final "proof  of s tructure,"  
although even here it is always possible that  re- 
ar rangements  can take place dur ing synthetic steps. 
Sometimes two structures  are suggested for even fa i r ly  
simple peptides. For  example, eireulin B was first 
described as a cyclic deeapeptide by Koffler and 
Kobayashi  (41) but  recently analytical  and synthetic 
procedures are claimed by Vogler (42) to suppor t  a 
cyeloheptapeptide sequence with a peptide side chain. 
In  the total concept of protein conformation these 
discrepancies may be regarded as nfinor differences, 
yet they keep us alert  to the possibility that  similar 
small variations in protein sequences could drastically 
alter the determined p r ima ry  structure.  

Subunit Overlap in Protein Aggregation 
At the present  time one of the most challenging 

areas for a t tempt ing  to exploit the hexagonal con- 
format ion lies in the field of the disulfide stabilized 
proteins. As we pointed out in the ease of the TMV 
hexamer (Fig. 18) if it is postulated tha t  "hydro- 
phobic" faces are joined together by general hydro- 
phobic and hydrogen bonded forces (but not covalent 
- S - S - b o n d s ) ,  one can approach their position of over- 
lap in the s tudy model in a somewhat a rb i t r a ry  man- 
ner. However, when established - S - S -  bridges between 
specific cysteine units are limited to definite positions 
in the chain sequence, then it becomes necessary to 
line up the overlap position of the upper  and lower 
hexagonal subunits so that  all - S - S -  bonds are in the 
correct register. The simplest known instance in- 
volving - 8 - 8 -  bridges between two chains is the beef 
insulin molecule, also the first protein whose p r ima ry  
sequence was determined (43). In  a cooperative ef- 
fort,  Dr. Oscar Heehter  and I have been s tudying 
models of beef insulin, and a pre l iminary  proposal 
for the conformation of this sequence, following the 
general hexagonal concept, has been presented with 
reservations (44). In  essence, insulin is t reated like 
two separate protein subunits, chain A (21 amino 
acids) and chain B (30 amino acids), tied together 
by disulfide bridges emanat ing from their  respective 
hydrophobic surfaces. Although other bonds between 
other side chains are also involved in hydrophobic in- 
teraction, the position of the overlap is specifically 
determined by the covalent disulfide bridges. 0n ly  
overlap positions permi t t ing  the format ion of the di- 
sulfide bridges between the A and B chain can be 
tolerated. Although our model did fulfill this require- 
ment  reasonably well, there were other difficulties, 
especially in the conformation of the A chain. There- 
fore, we are continuing to examine slight changes in 
its arrangement .  A new approach using all-trans 
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amide bonds in both chains looks very promising at 
present, but  we would like to make it  with the new 
C - P - K  model set, only recently available to us, before 
reaching a conclusion. 

R i b o n u c l e a s e  

From the present  knowledge of protein sequences, 
the disulfide-linked s t ructure  of the next degree of 
complexity would probably be ribonuclease (45). I ts  
s t ructure  continues to provoke our interest, and con- 
certed efforts to solve it with molecular models and 
hexagonal papers  in terms of the hexagonal conforma- 
tion have been made, thus fa r  without complete suc- 
cess but  with some hopeful glimmerings of insight. 
Even in the reahn of p r i m a ry  structure,  ribonuelease 
has been a formidable challenge as reflected in the 
later revision (45) cf an earlier published s t ructure  
by Hirs,  Moore, and Stein (46). This molecule has 
been receiving diligent s tudy by Harke r  and his group 
(47) using X- ray  diffraction methods. The con- 
clusions to be drawn at this stage have been presented 
very guardedly,  but  one is led to wonder if the state- 
ment (47) "There appear  to be more 'cross points '  
in the continuous regions than can be put  into cor- 
respondence with the four disulfide cross links in the 
ribonuelease molecule" may not presage the possibility 
of addit ional covalent linkages, perhaps  involving 
bonds like e-linked lysines at points such as Lys-61 
or Lys-65 in the ribonuclease chain. We have made 
some models of the secluence around the small disulfide 
ring using one or more e-linked lysines. Lacking 
chemical evidence for their  validity,  the models are 
not shown here, but  this consideration would be in 
line with our previous a t tempt  (23) to look at ribo- 
nuclease as two "half  subnnits" each composed of 
about 60-65 amino acid residues so that  half  of the 
sequence would be in hydrophobic contact with the 
other half  of the sequence. The position of overlap 
would here be determined by the disulfide bonds. 

Chymotrypsinogen A 

Another  p r ima ry  s t ructure  containing several di- 
sulfide bonds is now available in the recently deter- 
mined sequence of ehymotrypsinogen A (4~8). No 
comprehensive a t tempt  has been made to evaluate this 
s t ructure  in terms of the hexagonal conformation. 
However, it seems to me to be an item of more than  
passing interest that  with a total  of 246 amino acids 
in the chain, the joining of Cys-1 to Cys-122 may  
involve "sett ing apar t "  approximate ly  the first half 
of the sequence f rom the last half  of the molecule. 
This first segment also has another - S - S -  bridge within 
it (Cys-42 to Cys-58). Although I have stressed - S - S  
bonds in our proposed models for their  possible value 
in binding an upper  "subuni t"  to a lower "subunit ,"  
there is of course the al ternate possibility that  they 
will serve to bind adjacent  strands in the same sub- 
unit. This is the sense in which this bond is utilized 
in the intraehain link of the A chain of insulin and 
also in the ease of oxytoein, so that  some of the - S - S  
bridges in chymotrypsinogen A may be "in-plane" 
bonds while others would be positioned as "between- 
plane" bonds. However, aside f rom this modest effort, 
mostly with hexagonal papers,  our main effort with 
the model sets is for the present  still being directed 
toward the insulin sequence. Unti l  this relatively 
simple case is resolved in terms of the hexagonal 
protein concept (assuming it can be),  one hesitates 
to go on to more profound considerations. The intensive 
synthetic efforts in the direction of a total fabricat ion 
of the insulin molecule by Katsoyannis  (49) and many  

others (50) should soon give us added assurance that  
the pr in lary  s t ructure  is indeed correct. 

Recent articles by Kar tha ,  Bello and Ha rke r  (51) 
and Avey et al. (52) have disclosed additional X- ray  
data on ribonuclease without any  additional comment 
on the excess "cross points" in the continuous regions 
of the peptide chain. With regard to insulin struc- 
ture, the latest report  of Katsoyamfis  et al. (53) has 
furnished couvincing evidence for the ident i ty of 
na tura l  and synthetic irlsulins. 
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